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Key conversation starters…
 The balanced compensation plan IS NOT
 Traditional merit pay or pay-for-performance
 Designed to only reward a small number of educators
 Just about high stakes tests

 The balanced compensation plan IS
 Based upon research regarding student achievement
 Designed to respect the hard work of our educators
 Focused on teacher effectiveness (contingent upon a fair and
accurate evaluation model)

 Teachers can’t wait, students can’t wait!
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Why redesign
compensation?

Consistent with our strategic planning goals, MCS seeks to:

Attract

a high-potential
teaching force

Retain

Leverage

a high-performing teaching
force

Align

a high-performing teaching
force to support district
strategies and performance
goals

expertise for continuous
improvement in
district-wide teaching
effectiveness

Compensate
a high-performing teaching
force in a Fiscally

Sustainable
way
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Our recent and current reality…
 The district also seeks to develop a strong sense of pride among
employees knowing that they work in an innovative school system
that provides a sustainable compensation plan that is less
susceptible to freezes, salary decreases, furlough days, etc.
Recent history is as follows:
 2009-2010: 1% COLA, no step raise; overall average teacher’s salary
$54,405
 2010-2011: 0% increase across the board (no COLA or step raise); overall
average teacher’s salary $55,836
 2011-2012: 1% special compensation award (not an increase to base), no
COLA or step raise; overall average teacher’s salary $55,140
 2012-2013: 2% increase across the board; overall average teacher’s
salary $55,307.
 2013-2014: 0% budgeted increase (i.e., no COLA or step raise); overall
average teacher’s salary $55,176
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It takes teachers significantly longer to reach their
Click
to edit
Master title style
maximum
salary
Doctors and lawyers
reap the full rewards of
competence in their
profession within
almost 15 years of
entrance.
Teachers must wait
much longer, even
though evidence
suggests that they
become fully competent
in their profession just
as quickly.
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There are few opportunities for teachers to grow
professionally without leaving the classroom
Few districts offer career pathway opportunities that more
broadly leverage teacher skills

Research
Highlight

The most significant differences between teaching and the
chosen careers of top-third college graduates are rooted
in compensation and career pathway opportunities.8
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Current spending is not aligned with research on what
impacts student learning

FY12 Teacher Compensation ($M)

FY12 Total Teacher Compensation = $46.7 M
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What does the research say?

 Experience Pay: Years of
teaching experience have little
effect on student performance
after the first 3-5 years1

 Education Pay: There is no
demonstrated correlation
between teaching
effectiveness and educational
attainment beyond a
bachelor’s degree, except for a
slight impact in the case of
high school math and science2
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Where Have We Been?

ERS met with district leaders over the course of the
last five months to discuss various topics
Month

Project Topics

April

Attract and Retain:
Shifting the workforce toward effectiveness

May

Identifying and prioritizing the key elements of the
district’s value proposition

June

Leverage and Align:
Making the most of existing workforce

July

Staging and blending of multiple policy levers to create
a holistic system

August

Weighing the policy options based on customized
model scenarios
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ERS and Marietta also began conversations with a
variety of stakeholders
 Central Office Steering Committee: Cabinet Members
and Finance
 School-Based Compensation Redesign Committee:
Teachers & Administrators
 School Administration Introductory Sessions:
Principals & Assistant Principals
 General Outreach Sessions: Comprised of various
MCS staff
The conversations to date are only the beginning of
the dialogue to ensure that the redesign is done well
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We discussed all elements of the value proposition

Benefits

Career
Opportunities

Rewards

Salary
Working
Conditions

Research
Highlight

Growth
Opportunities

Teachers’ perceptions of their school administrators is the most important
factor affecting whether or not they decide to stay at a school, trumping
concerns about base salary.9
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District leaders and teachers identified strengths and
opportunities about the district’s value proposition
Strengths

Areas of Improvement

Working
Conditions

Adequate facilities and security; support from CO (not
as bureaucratic as larger systems); ample resources
for teachers; consistent positive messaging and
communication; professional learning/planning days

Limited options for work hours; lack of opportunities
for teachers to observe other classrooms; lack of
TIME; employees are required to wear many ‘hats’

Growth
Opportunities

PLC model; Availability of coaches, CEC; culture of
continuous improvement

Need additional opportunities for collegial
planning/influence; need continuous training for
leadership

Leadership Academies; some leadership
opportunities

Leadership opportunities are limited; lack of clear,
guided career planning

End-of-year banquet; Employee of the month;
Innovation grants; Positive press; Students
recognition of teachers; Marietta Schools Foundation
support TOTY

Finding opportunities for more teachers to earn
rewards; communication of positive school successes

Competitive salary; no furlough days; some roles
are available for additional compensation

Need to find ways to fairly compensate highly
effective teachers / critical need areas; lack of tiered
opportunities for administrators

Supportive BOE to maintain benefits; Professional
and sick leave; Health care; Life insurance;
retirement benefits; In-house guidance and support

Rising cost of healthcare

Career
Opportunities

Rewards

Salary

Benefits
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ERS Recommendation

Highlights of the ERS proposed model…
 No presently employed teacher will earn less than they
are currently making. The purpose of the changes to the
compensation redesign is not to take money away from
teachers. Rather, it is an opportunity to make the teaching
profession more attractive and acknowledge effective
teachers.
 The ERS model provide teachers with:
 opportunities to make additional money sooner in their careers.
 an annual effectiveness step increase (applies to 80% of the
workforce).
 opportunities to earn higher compensation based upon specified
roles that are linked to increasing student achievement.
 opportunities to earn tuition reimbursement for seeking advanced
degrees.
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How can districts rebalance its compensation
system and invest in the most important areas?
Teacher Compensation
Pyramid

T. R.
District
Incentives
Additional Roles
& Responsibilities
T. R. = Tuition
Reimbursement

Base
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Experience & Effectiveness
Pay

For Consideration: Effectiveness Steps
 Details:
o Annual raises vary by effectiveness
o Ineffective teachers receive no raise
o Effectiveness steps often replace experience pay
Table: Avg. Step Increase and Maximum Steps in New System
Quintiles:

Bottom 20%

20th - 40th %

40th – 60th %

60th – 80th %

Top 20%

After Yr. 1

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

After Yr. 2

$766

$766

$766

$766

$766

After Yr. 3

$0

$766

$766

$842

$919

Max Step (Yrs.)

2

15

30

30

30

 Why effectiveness pay?
o Create opportunity for effective teachers to accelerate earnings and increase lifetime earning
potential
o Annual raises, with a majority of teachers receiving at least the current avg. step increase
o Create reinvestment opportunities by not increasing pay for non-effective performing teachers
Notes:$766 is average step increase; $842 is 10% more, and $919 is 20% more
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Education Pay

For Consideration: Tuition Reimbursement with
Additional Incentive
 Details: Replace annual education salary increase with tuition
reimbursement + incentive, totaling at $25-$36k spread over 3-5
years ($20k tuition reimbursement, $5k-$16k stipend)*

 Why Tuition Reimbursement + Additional Incentive?
o Demonstrate commitment to a community of continuing learners
o Help attract and retain teachers with advanced education
o Incentivize higher education to ensure adequate revenue flow

 Going Forward: If the funding formula changes, the district must
engage in a process to determine priority degrees, considering:
o Whether they should be tied to their school/district role;
o The value of the degree to the district especially at the PhD level
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Roles, Responsibilities, &
Priority Incentives

Additional roles and responsibilities can align with
specific career pathways for aspiring leaders…
Instructional Leaders

Extended Reach Teachers
Multi-classroom Leaders
Curriculum Writers

Content and Curriculum

Pedagogy & Coaching

Literacy/Math Facilitators
Peer Evaluators

Model Classroom Teachers

Instructional Coaches

Administration & Leadership

Assistant Principals
Principal Interns
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In the new system, Marietta can redesign existing
roles and consider adding additional roles
Redesign of Current Roles:
 Department Heads
 Team Leaders
 PLC Chairs
 Mentor Teachers
 RTI Coordinators

Potential New Roles:
 Multi-Classroom Leader
 Expanded Impact Teacher
 Co-Evaluators
 Blended Learning
Facilitators
 Model Teachers/Classrooms
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In the redesigned system, a significant number of teachers
can receive roles and district priority incentives
Illustrative Breakdown of Roles
Year 1
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Year 5

Year 7
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Role Type: Least Responsibility- $4K (# of roles)
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Roles - Total Investment Opportunity ($M)

Role Type: Most Responsibility - $12K (# of roles)

% of Teachers
Priority Incentives - Total Investment Opportunity
($M)
Incentive 1 - $4 K (# of incentives)
Incentive 2 - $8 K (# of incentives)
% of Teachers
Total Available Funds
% of Teachers to Potentially Have Roles or Incentives

8%
$0.8
29%
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ERS Recommendation

Overall Impact: Financial

Highly effective existing teachers have a higher
earnings potential

Total Salary Paid ($K)
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Teachers with average effectiveness also have
higher earnings potential

Total Salary Paid ($K)
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What does the earning potential look like over the
career of these teachers?
Career Earnings, by Teacher Perspective and System
Current
System

Redesigned
Current
Redesigned
System
System (T6) System (T6)

A Current T-5 teacher with 15 years of experience, who is…
Highly Effective

$0.96 M

$1.05 M

$1.08 M

$1.07 M

In the 50th percentile of
effectiveness

$0.96 M

$1.00 M

$1.08 M

$1.02 M

Highly Effective

$1.65 M

$1.80 M

$1.76 M

$1.83 M

In the 50th percentile of
effectiveness

$1.65 M

$1.74 M

$1.76 M

$1.77 M

A New Teacher who is…
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Critical Considerations

Critical Considerations…
The district MUST:
 Ensure a fair and equitable evaluation system is developed
that accurately determines effectiveness
 Develop proper transition (currently in degree programs) and
transfer processes (new to the school district)
 Continue to evaluate the entire value proposition
 Explore compensation redesign for all certified employees
including those serving in leadership capacities
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Timeline

Engagement Timeline
Phase I: Explore Leadership and Other
Certified (Non-Teaching) Staff
Compensation Redesign
(FY14)

ERS Formal Engagement
(April - September)

ERS Presentation to Board
September 2013

Prior ERS Engagement Topics:






Shifting the Workforce
Value Proposition
Making the Most
Staging and Blending
Weighing Options

Phase II: Present Final
Leadership and Other
Certified Staff
Compensation Redesign to
Board of Education
(FY15)

Phase III: Implement Leadership and
Other Certified Staff Compensation Plan
(FY16)

Marietta Phased Approach:





Phase I - FY14:Research and planning, job
descriptions of new roles, outreach initiatives, seed
funding, implementation of new evaluation system
(TKES), BOE approval
Phase II - FY15: Implementation of new teacher
roles, recalibration of pay for advanced degrees,
continued research on effectiveness pay
Phase III - FY16: Full implementation
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Your feedback is encouraged…
 We want to get this right!
 Coming Soon - Compensation Redesign webpage
 Access via the Employee Portal

 You can send feedback to compfeedback@mariettacity.org
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